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Fowler’s Computer Configuration DSLs

Background

The Computer Configuration DSLs are internal DSLs based on examples given in Chapter 35 (Method Chaining) and Chapter 38 (Nested Closures) of Martin Fowler’s book Domain-Specific Languages [1].

Fowler’s book defines a pattern language for developing domain-specific languages. His DSL Patterns Catalog is online at http://martinfowler.com/dslCatalog/.

Below is an example expressed as a method-chaining DSL program. This example uses Scala’s parameterless methods instead of the Java’s zero-argument methods that Fowler uses in Chapter 35 [[1]].
Below is the same example expressed as a nested-closures DSL program. This example uses the Scala syntax instead of the Ruby syntax Fowler uses in Chapter 38 [1].

```scala
computer {
  processor {
    cores(2)
    i386
  }
  disk {
    size(150)
  }
  disk {
    size(75)
    speed(7200)
    sata
  }
}
```

**Source Code**

I originally developed this DSL in Spring 2009 by referring to an in-work version of Fowler’s book on his website, so my examples may not precisely follow the book as published in late 2010.

Fowler used Java for the Chapter 35 method-chaining version of the DSL and Ruby for the Chapter 38 nested-closures version [1]. I reimplemented both using Scala 2 [2,4]. The overall implementation in Scala can probably be redesigned to take better advantage of Scala features.

I had the Java and Ruby code for the DSL processing, but I did not have the code for Fowler’s semantic models. I guessed at what was intended in the semantic model design and built a Scala semantic model that is used for both the method-chaining and nested-closures implementations.
In addition to the Method Chaining DSL pattern, the Scala implementation derived from Chapter 35, like Fowler’s Java implementation, uses the Expression Builder and Context Variable DSL patterns [1].

In addition to the Nested Closures DSL pattern, the Scala implementation derived from Chapter 38, like Fowler’s Ruby implementation, uses the Expression Builder, Context Variable, and Object Scoping DSL patterns [1].

I updated the Scala programs in 2018 to make sure they would compile and execute under the then-current Scala release. However, I have not updated the code yet for Scala 3 [3,4].

TODO: Update the Scala code to be compatible with Scala 3 without deprecation warnings.

**Scala versions (2009)**

- Scala semantic model (shared)
- Scala internal DSL using Method Chaining
- Scala internal DSL using Nested Closures and Object Scoping
- CompConfig.sh test script
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